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Education Department 

Syllabus 

  Course Information 

Title (Alpha, Number, 
Section, Credits) 

ED 642 Learning Differences II (1) 

Description/Overview 
Application of inclusive instruction that acknowledges 
the influence of individual experiences, talents and 
prior learning, as well as language, culture, family and 
community values on student learning.   

Prerequisites 
Admission to the UH Hilo M.A.T. degree program  

Class 
Meeting/Location/Posting 
Times/Days 

This one-credit class will meet for five session on 
Laulima.  All classes will be posted, open, and available 
to students at the beginning of the term, so they may 
proceed through the materials at their own paces. 

Textbooks/Readings 
Required:  The Inclusive 
Classroom by Mastropieri 
and Scruggs (Fourth Edition)  
 
 
 
 
 

Online/Blended 
Requirements 

This course website provides many of the resources 
offered to students in the course. In addition, you are 
expected to purchase the textbook listed in the 
syllabus (see below on how to access the syllabus).  You 

http://www.amazon.com/Inclusive-Classroom-Strategies-Effective-Instruction/dp/B004HOVZJU/ref=sr_1_3?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1345404667&sr=1-3&keywords=the+inclusive+classroom+strategies+for+effective+instruction+4th+edition
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will also need the following software to access 
materials and for the course work:  Adobe reader, 
Microsoft Word, Microsoft PowerPoint and a media 
player such as QuickTime. 
 
To prepare for this course go through the Online 
Learning Readiness Check. This check will help you 
assess your computer system, skills, and also provide 
you with an online orientation in Laulima to help you 
be successful in an online course. (IMPORTANT: Log 
out of Laulima first before proceeding with readiness 
check!) 

Netiquette 
Remember the entire class, not just the instructor, will 
read your postings. Be sensitive to the fact that there 
will be students with different cultural and linguistic 
backgrounds, as well as different political and religious 
beliefs, plus just differences in general. 
 
Use good taste when composing your responses. 
Swearing and profanity is also part of being sensitive to 
your classmates and should be avoided. Also consider 
that slang can be misunderstood or misinterpreted. 
 
Don’t use all capital letters when composing your 
messages as this is considered “shouting” on the 
Internet and is regarded as impolite or aggressive. It 
can also be stressful on the eye when trying to read 
your message. 
 
Be respectful of your classmates’ views and opinions. 
Avoid “flaming” (publicly attacking or insulting) them as 
this can cause hurt feelings and decrease the chances 
of getting all different types of points of view. 
 
Be careful when using acronyms. If you use an acronym 
it is best to spell out its meaning first, then put the 
acronym in parentheses afterward, for example: 
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs). After that you can 
use the acronym freely throughout your message. 

Instructor Information 

Name 
Dr. Jan Ray 

Office 
UCB 321 

Office Phone 
808.974.7749 

http://www.hilo.hawaii.edu/academics/dl/onlinereadiness.php
http://www.hilo.hawaii.edu/academics/dl/onlinereadiness.php
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Cell Phone (optional) 
808.315.5353 

E-mail 
janetray@hawaii.edu 

Office Hours 
Tuesday from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. and by appointment. 
 
Special Note:  Email is usually the best way to get in 
touch with me but please keep in mind that I may not 
be online at the same time you are, especially if you are 
working in the evening, so please plan ahead and do 
not wait until the last minute, just in case you run into 
problems.  I will usually get back to you within 24 
hours, except on weekends or holidays. 

Accommodations 
Any student with a documented disability, who would like to request accommodations, should contact 
the University Disability Service Office by voice at 808.933.0816, by TTY at 808.933.3334, by e-mail at 
shirachi@hawaii.edu, or in person at the Hale Kauanoe A Wing Lounge as early as possible in the term. 

Advising 
The Education Department advisor, Travis Nakayama, may be reached via phone at 808.974.7748 or via 
e-mail at travisn@hawaii.edu or in person at UCB 325 or via Skype at travis.nakayama.  

Education Department Conceptual Framework—HEART  
The Education Department faculty has developed the HEART conceptual framework to identify core 
values, desired outcomes, shared beliefs, and characteristic practices which distinguish our Teacher 
Education Program as unique.  Simply put, we envision the future of our department as the heart of a 
learning community of caring, ethical, and creative people.  We symbolize our commitment to prepare 
excellent teachers with the acronym HEART, which represents the five critical concepts that define our 
Teacher Education Program—holistic, empathic, artistic, rigorous, and transformational. 

H—Teaching and learning are HOLISTIC endeavors. 

E—EMPATHY between self and others is an essential aspect of a pedagogical relationship. 

A—Effective teaching enhances ARTISTIC ideals. 

R—Excellence follows a RIGOROUS path. 

mailto:shirachi@hawaii.edu
mailto:travisn@hawaii.edu
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T—Teachers are change agents capable of TRANSFORMING the environments in which they work. 

Holistic thinking asserts that everything is connected on multiple levels to everything else.  We believe 
that everything students learn—whether in the courses, during field experiences, from relationships 
with graduate classmates or through self-reflection can only be experienced in realization of the larger, 
diverse context of the learning community.  We are committed to nurture student development as an 
empathic teacher who understands, appreciates, and values students and their diverse traits.  Through 
the semester, students will develop artistic processes of keen observation based upon insightful, 
reflective practice as students create new and culturally meaningful knowledge through the synthesis of 
student personal learning experiences.  Through rigorous pursuits, students will commit to life-long 
learning and social responsibility.  We believe that students will learn to acknowledge, accept, and 
embrace transformational opportunities as they build interdependent and empowering coalitions with 
the cultures and communities they serve. 

Teacher Candidate Outcomes Aligned to National Standards and 
Assessments 

InTASC1 Standards 

 Standard 2—Learning Differences 
 The teacher candidate uses understanding of individual differences and diverse 

cultures and communities to ensure inclusive learning environments that allow each 
learner his/her full potential. 

Education Department Policies 

Attendance and 
Participation 

Students are expected to attend online class regularly, arrive 
promptly for synchronous sessions, and complete all 
assignments on time. All assignments are due on the dates 
indicated.  In recognition that unforeseen problems may 
occur, any assignments turned in late will be lowered one full 
grade equivalent.  No assignment will be accepted more than 
seven days after it is due. Students are expected to contact 
the instructor before class in the event of unavoidable 
tardiness or absence to synchronous sessions. 

Student Conduct 
 

Students are expected to follow the University of Hawai’i at 
Hilo Student Code of Conduct available at the following URL: 
http://www.uhh.hawaii.edu/catalog/student-conduct-
code.html   
Special Note:  All coursework must be completed on an 
individual basis, unless directed to complete a specific 
collaborative project. 

Academic Complaints 
The student should first attempt to resolve a complaint on an 
informal basis with the faculty member.  Should the 

                                                           
1 Interstate Teacher Assessment and Support Consortium 

http://www.uhh.hawaii.edu/catalog/student-conduct-code.html
http://www.uhh.hawaii.edu/catalog/student-conduct-code.html
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complaint not be resolved at this level, the student should 
discuss it with the department chair.   

Incompletes 
An Incomplete will be provided only when a student has 
done most of the course work satisfactorily, but 
because of unforeseen circumstances has not 
completed all course requirements. The Incomplete is 
not for the purpose of converting a failing grade, or 
unsatisfactory work, to a passing grade. 

Plagiarism 
Students are expected to behave with integrity and hold 
themselves and classmates to the highest standards of ethical 
and professional behavior.  Academic dishonesty 
encompasses, but is not limited to:  

(1) plagiarism (i.e., copying another individual’s words or 
ideas without appropriately citing the source);  

(2)  turning in assignments that somebody else has 
completed;  

(3)  referring to notes or other written/electronic 
materials, collaborating with others, copying 
someone else’s work, or providing answers to others 
in any fashion during an examination. 

Grading 
The letter grade earned at the completion of the term will reflect an overall assessment of student 
performance throughout the course.   

The following grading scale will be used: 

Grade Range 
(Percent) 

Comments 

A 96-100 Exceeds the requirements.  Demonstrated performance is 
far above average.  Excellent. 

A- 93-95.99  

B+ 89-92.99  

B 84-88.99 Exceeds the requirements.  Demonstrated performance is 
above average.  Good. 

B- 80-83.99  

Grades below are not acceptable in graduate classes. 

C+ 78-79.99 Does not meet the requirements.  Unsatisfactory. 

C 75-77.99  

C- 70-74.99  

D+ 67-69.99  

D 63-66.99  

D- 60-62.99  

F 0-59.55  
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Special Note:  Students can access their course assignment grades via the Gradebook in Laulima 
throughout the course.  

Student Learning Outcomes 
By the completion of this course, teacher candidates will be able to: 

 Identify students who are at risk; 

 Identify instructional variables related to student learning; 

 monitor student performance for determining what to teach in an inclusive educational setting; 

 assess for determining how to teach in an inclusive educational setting; 

 promote social, emotional, and behavior development through appropriate inclusive learning 
activities; 

 promote academic skill acquisition through appropriate inclusive learning activities; 

 address learning strategies, content instruction, and study skills for diverse learners; and 

 promote transitions from elementary to middle to high school and beyond for diverse learners.  

Topic Outline 
This course is organized into Modules, which are accessible via Laulima. The following major topics will 
be addressed through this course: 
 

 Creating Responsive Learning Environments 
o Students at Risk for Failure 
o Interpreting Individual Educational Programs 
o Least Restrictive Environment 
o Instructional Variables Related to Student Learning 

 Assessing Students with Special Needs for Instruction 
o The Continuous Process of Assessment and Teaching 
o Stages of Learning 
o Monitoring Diverse Student Performance for Determining What to Teach 
o Test Modifications 
o Recordkeeping 

 Teaching Diverse Students 
o Instructional Choices 
o Accommodating Students with Learning Problems 
o Selecting Curriculum 
o Post Instructional Activities—Teacher Reflection 

 Promoting Social, Emotional, and Behavioral Development 
o Assessment of Social, Emotional, and Behavioral Development of Diverse Learners 
o Techniques, Interventions, and Activities 

 Considerations for Teaching Academic Skills to Diverse Learners 
o Language Acquisition 
o Reading Skills 
o Spelling Skills 
o Written Expression 
o Math Skills 
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 Teaching Learning Strategies, Content, and Study Skills to Diverse Learners 
o Motivation 
o Learning Strategies 
o Content Instruction 
o Study Skills 

 Transitions for Diverse Learners 
o Transitions within School Settings 
o The Transition from School 

Course Schedule 
Please see the course Calendar within Laulima for the Course Schedule. 

Major Assignments/Assessments 
 
Special Note: All assignments must be submitted via Laulima by 11:55 p.m. on the designated due date 
within each Module. Instructions for submitting each assignment are included within each Module. 

Assignments 
 Textbook readings (100% of Quizzes grade) 

 Article readings (10% of Learning Activities grade) 
o Example:  Students will read articles, including “Deciding to Teach ALL.” 

 Learning Activities (90% of Learning Activities grade) 

 Special Project:  Case Study 
o Example: Part I:  Case Study—Learner Analysis (Strengths and Limitations) 

 Students will select a learner with a special cognitive/academic, emotional, 

physical/sensory, or social need and analyze the strengths and limitations of the 

learner and their potential impact on classroom instruction/environment. 

o Example:  Part II:  Adaptive Learning Activities (to Incorporate Strengths and 

Accommodate Limitations) 

 Students will explore a range of teaching strategies, methods, and other 

academic interventions in order to identify instructional accommodations 

and/or modifications that will allow learners with specific special needs to 

succeed in the classroom. 

Assessments 
 Attendance and Participation (15%) 

See the Education Department Policies section regarding Attendance and Participation. 

 Learning Activities (40%) 

 Quizzes (20%) 

 Special Project:  Case Study with Learner Analysis and Adaptive Learning Activities (25%) 


